




V INSTRUCTIONS TO CUSTOMERS.

We respec‘éfully request Customers When

ordering to give full name and address, and

to state the number of page upon which the

article appears. In case of repeat orders

Will they kindly state price and type of

article they purchase so‘ as {0 prevent mis—

takes in dispatching as we do not retain

customers letters or names and addresses,

all correspondence being treated as sfrictly

confidential. For convenience the endoged

Printed Order Form may be used.

IMPORTANT.

To ensure security all Cheques & Postal

Orders should be made payable to—

S. Seymour and crossed Midland Bank.

We suggest that the safest method is to

register your letter, the price of registration

is only 5d. and this amount can be deducted

from your remittance.

All Orders receive Prompt and Personal

Aféenfion and are dispatched in plain pack-

ages, sealed and POST FREE.

Please note our full Postal Address—

SEYMOUR’S SURGICAL STORES.

47 Bedford Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2

Three doors from Strand.



FOREWORD.

In these times, to mostly all married people the
probiem of Family Limitation is, for many reasons
and causes, of the greatest importance, and to a
great number a matter of sheer necessity. This
problem is not difficult to meet really since it is only
a question as to which is the safest and most con—
venient method to adopt and the idea of this booklet
is to help you to decide. In submitting it for your
perusai we wish to draw your attention to the
following. We have specialised in the manufacture
of Surgical' Rubber Appiiances for a considerable
number of years ands by varied and improved mefh—
ods, we are producing goods which deserve 'the
success they now enjoy. In each stage of manu-
facture, from raw materiais to the finished article,
every possible care is taken to ensure the highest
grade goods are attained, the rubber being subjected
to rigorous tests for purity and the finished article
far its durability and reliability. The popularity and
confidence placed in our goods is due to a constant
vigilance for perfection in quality and our reason-
ableness in price. Our aim is to make a satisfied
customer. We are always ready to answer any
enquiry either by a personal call or by correspond-
ence, the same being treated in the strictest con-
fidence. We place ourselves unreservedly at your
disposal being confident that the outcome wiii be to
our mutual advantage;

GUARANTEE.

Our goods are perfect in quality, all articles being
subjected to close inspection and tests forthe slightest
flaw and every article soid we GUARANTEE to have
been subjected to this process;

FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION.

This Listlis ismed for and supplied
to Adults and Married only.
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OUR SPECIAL

ASSORTED SAMPLE PACKET.

To those who for the first time and for various
reasons have decided on the use of preventative: and
are doubtful as to what kind to use, we have spec
ially arranged this Sample Packet of various kinds of
Domestic and Surgical Appliances. We wish to draw
your attention to the fact that the value of this as»
sortment is‘ greatly in excess of the amount, and
therefore respectfully point out that, under the cir-
cumstances, we cannot supply more than one of
these Sample Packets to each Customer.

1 Preventive, Gold Paper
1 ,, Silver ,,
1 ,, Yellow ,,
1 )1 Pink u
1 Circular Sheath, Satin finish (Plain)
1 ,, ,, ,, (Receptacle end)
1 'Washable Sheath
1 Malthus Cap (new type with receptacle end)
1 ,, (sometimes called American Tip)
1 Skin Specialite or Sheath
2 Quinine Pessarles (Double Strength)

The Catalogue value of these goods is 12/6 but as a
Special Assorted Sample Packet we will send you

Post free for 5/6
It will repay you to try this Sample Packet before dealing elsewhere

“LUBROGENE”

A LUBRICATING JELLY.

This is a non-greasy, Odouriess, mildly antiseptic
lubricant, harmless to rubber and is therefore idea!
for sheaths, condoms and other rubber—goods. It
will banish instantly the dry, “dragging” sensation
rubber in some cases has; give the stout and heavier
sheaths a smooth, comfortable surface and the finer
ones a texture that is imperceptible. Also, where
a vulcanite or rubber fitting has to be inserted it
makes an ideal lubricant. This is an extra worth
having where rubber appliances are used.

Large Tube Zln
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ROLLEQ RUBBER SHEATHS.

We wish to draw your attention to the fact that
\gue engloy every means to ensure the RELIABILITY
gfs all our RUBBER GOODS. Before being rolled
eur RUBBER GOODS are subjected to thorough
TESTS with a view to detection of the SLIGHTEST
FLAW or MINUTEST PERFORATION. We discard
and destroy all articles which do not come up to our
HIGH STANDARD, therefore by taking all these
PRECAUTIONS we are able to THOROUGHLY RE-
COMMEND our GOODS as being PERFECT both
in QUALITY and MAKE.

Prices and Qualities.
each doz. 3 doz.

1st White Paper 1/- 10/- 25/-
2nd Gold ,, 9d. 8/- 20/-
3rd Silver ,, 6d. 5/- 12/6
4th Yellow ,, 5d. 4/- 10/—
5th Pink ,, 4d. 3/- 7/6

CAPOTE ANGLAIS OR

LADIES’ SHEATH.

This contraceptive is now largely used by ladies, it
having no objectionable feature and is extremely
simple to use. It is made of the finest cut sheet
rubber, being washable and can be used for some time

Prices with full directions:
4/6 & 5/6 Extra Stout 6/6, 8/6 & 10/6 each

DUSTING POWDER

For Sheaths.

Specially prepared Dusting Powderifor applying to
sheaths after washing. Removes dampness, gives a
smooth dry surface to the rubber and helpsgfio
preserve it. Price 1/-
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SEYMOUR’S

SPECIAL UNSHRINKABLE

CIRCULAR SHEATHS.

SATIN FINISH.

We wish to draw your attention particulariy to

these satin finish circular sheaths. Of all contracep—

tives these are far the most popular, the chief points

for this reason being, its simplicity in use—ready

rolled; comfort—satin finish; safety—rigorously tested;

reliability—finest quality rubber procurable. They

are not packed ioosely, but for protection each one

is enclosed in an envelopeéwhich bears our Trade

Mark, facsimile of which is shown below.

THEREGISTERED 7 ., 5

STREN
TRADE 7 ,. Rwfirv MARK

MARK 0F

No. 442407 QUALITY

Prices and Quality.

Each 1 doz. 3 doz. 6 doz.

2]- 20/-- so;- 90/—

1/6 15/— 4o/— 55/—

1/3 12/— 7- 30/— 55/.

1/— 10/- 25/— 45/—

9d. 8/— 3;;g 20/- 37/6

6d. 5/— 12/6 21/-

With reference to the first five qualities, these may be obtained
with either the receptacle—ends or plain ends. When ordering
wiH customers please state which type is required.
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SPECEAL CERCULAR SHEATHS

For HOT or TROPICAL CLIMATES.

it is well known that rubber requisites do not
readily stand the heat as met with in hot or tropical
countries, the rubber deteriorating and perishin'g
very quickly. After a great deal of research we have
produced a sheath the composition of which, after
being specially cured and treated, enables it to with—
stand extreme heat without injurious effects and so
proving itself eminently suitable for use in such like
countries. Though they are thin in texture, their
reliability and durability will prove to be a ready
solution to a difficult problem. in despatching orders
for this type speciai packing is always used which is
also an additional help to their preservation and
therefore customers abroad need have no fear in
ordering these in quantities where desired thereby
reaping an advantage in the reduced rates.

Prices: Each Doz. SD); 6 002.
2/6 25,’- 60/— 100/.
2/. 20/. 50/- » 90/-

They may be had in Plain Ends or Teal: Ends.
Please state which type required when ordering.

THE -CQMBINED

PESSARY AND SHEATH.

This is another contrivance that we have produced
for the benefit of persons of limited means. The
Combined Pessary and Sheath is made of Medi—
cated Rubber. it is fitted with a Coil Spring
at opening by which means it can be rolled up into
the shape of 21 Check Pessary. it can also be used
unroiied as a Sheath and will be found one of the
most convenient and reliable articles for this purpose
Boxed with complete directions for use.

Prices : 4/6, 5/6, 6/6 and 8/6 each
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SEYMOUR’S

SKIN SP'ECIALITIES.

These skins are of the very Finest Quality, and
are made for us by the best known firm of manu—
facturers in Paris. In accordance with Agreement
the manufacturer undertakes that each Skin shall be
Thoroughly Examined and Tested before being
sent to us.

PRICES :

Each D01. 3 D02.

2/6 25/- 60/-
2/- 20/- 50/-
1/6 15/— 40/—
1/3 12/- 30/—
1/- 1o/- 25,!—

With reference to the above SKiNS we particularly draw our
CUSTOMERS attention to the fact that we do not stock any
SKIN cheaper than 10/— per dozen. Our long experience has
taught us that no SK|NS under10;'-perdoz. can be thoroughly
relied on. In accordance with our motto, EVERY ARTICLE
SOLD BY US CAN BE THOROUGHLY GUARANTEED. We
are compelled to discontinue stocking these cheaper and un- ,
reliable SKlNS as they consist of the [MPERFECT SPECIMENS
of the BETTER QUALITiES., Full directions enclosed with
each order.

WASHABLE

PARAGON SHEATHS.

These Sheaths are made from the finest quality

cut—sheet rubber, specially vulcanized and medicated

so that their strength and durability enables them to

be used for a considerable time, an important matter

where economy has to be considered. With these

points in its favour it will prove a very satisfactory

article.
Made in three sizes: No.1 Small; Mo. 2 Medium ; No.3 Large

Prices: 2/6, 3/6, 4/6 each.
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NEW SEAMLESS

WASHABLE SHEATHS.

THIN. SATIN FINISH. STRONG.

This is a new type of Washable Sheath, being man—
ufactured from the finest medicated rubber under a
new process. This sheath is a big advance on the
older cut»sheet type, being of a much finer texture
and having a smooth silky surface making it almost
imperceptible in use yet retaining great strength and
durabiiity. It is unshrinkable, seamless, no joins or
seams, and is easily washed. Here is a sheath that
will give the utmost satisfaction and is strongly
recommended.
Madein threesizes: No.1 Small; No.2Medium; No.3 Large

Prices: 6/6, 8/6, 10/6 each

In addition to the above we have another similar
type but reinforced by a mouided doubie top as an
additional safeguard.

Sizes: No.1 Small; No. 2 Medium; No.3 Large
PRICES: 6/6, 8/6, 10/6 each

In each kind they may be had in Ivory or Pink.
In all cases where a washable sheath is used we advise theapplication ofa Lubricant as a decided aid to comfort and as anadditional safeguard. There is nothing better than ‘ Lubrogene'

(SEE PAGE 3)

We also manufacture another type of Washable
Paragon Sheath. It is a Triple Vulcanized Special
Washable Sheath Moulded Double Top and is made
from a stout cut sheet rubber specially cured and
treated and for strength this sheath cannot be excelled
Madein three sizes: No.1 Small ; No. 2 Medium; No.3 Large

Prices: 6/6, 8/6, 10/6 each

With these types of sheaths we strongly recommend the useof a lubricant. “Lubrogene” which is non-greasy and there-fore harmless to rubber, is admirable for this purpose, ascomfort is greatly enhanced by its use.
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CHECK PESSARIES.
As recommended by Leading Auzhorities en Birth Control
and ”Wise Parenthood." "

THE “ IMPROVED”

CHECK PESSARY.

This simply devised appliance
is made from the finest rub—'
ber, medicated and finished
speciallyforthe manufacture
of Check Pessaries. This
Fessary is constructed on
modern principles as pres—
cribed by leading authorities
on the subject and embodies
in its structure, comfort,
simplicity and reliability.

It is easily adjusted and just as easily removed and
may be worn for any length of time in perfect ease.
Its deep dome is a notable feature as it gives added
comfort and its solid rubber rim is so shaped to
ensure perfect adjustment.

As in some makes, none of our Check Pessaries
have springs or wires of any description in their con-
struction since their presence is attended by a risk of
injury through the wire working through.

Boxed with full directions for use.

In three sizes: No.1 Small; No.2 Medium; No. 3 Large

Prices : 2/6, 3/6, 4/6 & 6/6 each.

PINK CIRCULAR SHEATHS. ‘

For those who prefer a coloured type of circular
sheath this will meet their requirements. It has the
same high—ciass finish as our other sheaths—it is
seamless, unshrinkabie and has a smooth satin finish.
it may be obtained in either plain or teat end.

Prices: 1/— each. 10/— dozen. 25/n3dozen.
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MALTHUS CAPS.

(AMERICAN TIPS.)

As comfort 'is essential in this type of contraceptive,care has been taken to see that the rubber used intheir manufacture is extremely soft and light inweight. These Caps are fitted with a strong filietedband which prevents any chance of them slipping off.Made in two qualities.

each doz. 3 doz.
Prices : 9d. 8/- 20/—

6d. 5/— 12/6

A much superior type is to be had in our_l'atestimproved Malthus Cap. This is made .by a new pro~cess which gives added strength and comfort. It isseamless, unshrinkable, satin finished and has areceptacle end.

Prices : 1/— each. 10/— doz. 25/— 3 doz.

SEYMOUR’S

CHINOSOL PESSARIES.

(EXTRA STRONG.)

These may be used as a substitute for the QuininePessaries but particularly by ladies who cannot toler—ate quinine in any shape or form, a not infrequent
occurance. As a neutralizing or destroying agent itis no better than quinine but has a certain amountof disinfecting and germicidal properties.

Prices: 3/— per box Three boxes for 7/6
Directions Enciased
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THE “LEICESTER”

CHECK PESSARY.

This is a superior

type of Check Pessary

made of a rubber treat-

ed by a special vul-

canising process. Its

special features are, it.

is moulded in one
piece, transparent,
sterilizable, high dome

and solid rubber ring.

Check Pessaries of usual type are made from cut-

sheet rubber and have a seam or ioin sealed with

solution and to try to sterilize them in hot or boiling

water may result in the join breaking open in some

part. With the “Leicester" this cannot happen.

Its light weight ensures additional comfort and its

perfect adjustment is assisted by the resilience of its

firm rubber rim. All the best and most up—t0»date

principles are embodied in the pessary and is the

best of its kind.

Made in 3 sizes: No.1 Small ; No. 2 Medium ; No. 3 Large

Prices : 8/6 8: 10/6 each

As recommended by the leading authorities a Quinine Prep-
aration should be used in coniunction with Check Pessaries and
for this purpose we can suggest nothing finer than Quinine
Compound (see page 15) which should be smeared over the
pessary 8: the solid rim or if preferred a Quinine Pessary may
be u58d instead (see pages 13, 1d & 15)
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SEYMOUR’S NEW PESSARY

“THE SPONGE DOME”

Since the introduction of
our first Pessary several
years ago various patterns
have been introduced.
Our latest improvement
is the “Sponge Dome.”
This is constructed on the
same principle as the or-

/ dinary pessaries, but is
’ fitted with a S onge

3&5/ Dome which acts Pas an
,/ r absorbent & the sponge

beingla retaining substance prevents it getting out
of positian when adjusted. We can recommend
this as the Latest and One of the safest Pessaries
yet invented. Boxed_with§fuli directions.

Prices : 6/6, 8/6 8: 19/6 eath

Made in three sizes—smail, medium and large

‘\

QUININE

INJECTION POWDERS.

DR. ALLBUTT’S

This is for making a solution to saturate the Sani-
tary Sponge, when a packet should be dissoived in
a quarter of a pint of warm water, and for using with a
Whiriing Spray Douche or Enema Syringe, when
a packet shouid be dissolved in a pint of warm wateri

The solution may be used warm or cold. Extremely
handy where a ccntraceptive solution is required.

Price 4/~ per dazen ; packets of 3 dazen IO/é
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SEYMOUR'S

DOUBLE

“BREAD'I'H STRENGTH

EX ACT 3 IZE

This small and compact Quinine Pessary owes its

..great popularity to its simpiicity, itslefficiency, and

reliabiiity as a contraceptive. it is composed of

Quinine, intimately and evenly mixed with Cecoa

Butter, the combination having a two—fold action—

the melted cocoa butter acting as a dogging or hold—

ing agent and the quinine as a destroying agent.

The Quinine used in our Pessaries we guarantee to

be the highest grade of purity and our Cocoa Butter

to be so refined as to eliminate all traces of impur-

ities. The greatest care is taken in the mixing and

the purity of our pessaries since an unreiiable pessary

is the result of careless mixing and any irritations

experienced due to the presence of some impurity.

Also, we guarantee each and all of our Quinine Pes-

saries to contain the requisite amount of Quinine.

in boxes containing one dozen, 2/6 3 boxes, 6/6

WASHABLE MALTHUS CAPS.

These are a much stronger artitie, being made of a

Triple Vulcanised Rubber. They are moulded to a

convenient shape for comfort and simplicity of adjust-

ment. Their strength enabies them to be used for a

considerable time.
Prices: 3/6 8.: 4/6 each.
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SEYMOUR’S NON-GREASY

QUININE PESSARIES.

DOUBLE STRENGTH.

While some prefer the greasy type of Quinine
Pessary others again have a preference for a non-
greasy one and for the latter or those who are un—
decided we can strongly recommend this brand.
The base is a compound of redistilled medicinal gly-
cerine with a special geiatine, incorporated in such a
manner that the whoxe goes into solution at body—
heat, forming a powerful neutralizer which is ex—
tremely effective. Whilst this pessary is non-greasy
it is also odorless and non—irritant, perfectly pure
and harmless, also clean and hygienic in use. We
guarantee each pessary to contain the requisite
amount of quinine and recommend them with the
utmost confidence.

Price : 4/6 per box Three boxes 12/—
Directions Enclosed
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DR. COTON’S

SPECIAL TREBLE STRENGTH
(IMPROVED)

SOLUBLE QUININE PESSARIES

For those who prefer this popular method of con—
traceptive we can strongly recommend these Pess—
aries. Their base is made of the finest OLTheobrom
obtainable, the finished product being put to the
most rigorous tests for any traces of impurities, ex-
traneous or fibrous matter, which are so often the
source of irritation and discomfort and its con-
sisten'éy carefully regulated to ensure complete solu—
tion gt body-heat. The ingredients, the chief of
which is Quinine are all guaranteed to pass the
purity tests of the British Pharmacopoeia. These are
intimately and evenly distributed. and blended with
the base ensuring a perfect solution of uniform
strength, forming an oleaginous fiim which arrests
the flow of the spermatozoa and exerting a positive
neutralizing effect. This, coupied with their Treble
Strength, gives complete safety.

Prices 5/6 per box : three boxes 15/—
Each pessary is wrapped in silverfoii for protection. Directions
Enclosed.

SEYMOUR'S SOLUBLE

QUININE COMPOUND.

To be used in conjunction with the “Absorbent
Rubber Sponge” or other Safety Sponges and
Check Pessaries.

We strongly advise all users of Sponges or Pess—
aries to use the Compound, it being unquestionably
an additional safeguard and makes failure practicaiiy
impossible. Its use entails no trouble and has simply
to be smeared on the surface of the sponge or on
the rim of the pessary.

This is a good investment.

Prices: 2f— & 3/- per jar
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' SANITARY

GONTRAGEFHVE

SPONGES

These sponges are made of the
Best quality Turkey Sponge 8:
specially prepared. Each
Sponge is contained in 3 Silk
Net with cord for removal.

Large size [/6 each
or 15/— per dozen.

Medium size l/— each
or i0/— per dozen

THE

ABSORBENT
Safety

Rubber Sponge

This Sponge is aiways
soft and pliable. it is
easily washed & clean-
sed, does not Crumble
and fall to pieces.

Made of Best Quaiity
Rubber and

/.¢‘-' willgutlast

KR? ox;

Prices : 2/6 each xx . Sponges.

or 3 for 7/—

in the case of the above sponges we strongly urge’they should
be used with an application of Quinine Compound for extra
safety. (See page 15)
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SPEGIAL.

SEYMOUR’S

SAFETY HYGIENIC

WHIRLING SPRAY SYRINGE.

- Knowing the great advan—
tage of the WHIRLING
SYRINGE over the ordin-
ary soiid-stream syringes
and seeing that the prices
of these are more than
some feel disposed to pay,
we have placed on the
Market 21 SYRINGE of our
own MANUFACTURE at
a price which brings it
within the reach of all.
This SYRINGE embodies
all the very LATEST IM—
PROVEMENTS and is most
SiMPLE & CONVENIENT
to use. As per illustration
you wiil observe that it
throws out a volume of
WHIRLING FLUID, which
smooths out the folds and
permits the INJECTION
to come into contact with
its entire surface, instantly
dissolving and washing out

all SECRETIONS and DIS-
CHARGES. It is made
entirely of rubber, having
no metal parts to corrode
or Wear out.
This syringe is the cheap-
est and most effective

Prices: 15/6, 12/6, [0/6 yet produced.

Also in Other Qualities & Prices : 8/6 8: 6/6

For use with the sprays see Antiseptic Spray Tablets (page 20)
and Dr. Ailbutt‘s Quinine Injection Powders (page 12)
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LATEST ,

PATENT WHIRLING SPRAY.

The LATEST PATENT
WHIRLING SPRAY is de‘
vised upon the Latest
SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES,
being fitted with a patent
VULCANITE MOUNT
for producing, by single
pressure of the bulb. two
SPRAYS that operate in
opposite directions.

The use of this PATENT
SPRAY gives a FULLER &
STRONGER ENJECTION
than can be produced by
any other syringe, thus it
is therefore more efficient,
consequently its CLEANS—
iNG FAClLlTlES add com-
fort & satisfaction hitherto
unobtainable from the use
of other Syringes now on
the market.

One characteristic of
this PATENT MOUNT is
that it never clogs and
therefore always produces
a regular flow.

Complete in box with
full directions.

Price 21 /-

MALE SYRWJGES of Every Description

Prices: 1/6, 2/6, 3/— and 3/6 each
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GLASS LlNED

, HANGING

DOUCHE

Complete’ with

Rubber Tubing

and full set of

»\:s Vulcanite fittings

Prices :

6/6, 7/6, 8/6

and 9/6

ENAMELLED

HANGING

DOUCHE.

Complete with Rubber

Tubing and full set of

Vuicanite Mounts.

Prices :

6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 9/6

THE STELO

POCKET URETHRAL SYRINGE

This Syringe is made in a handy shape so that it
can be carried in the pocket without showing, and is
fitted with a RUBBER CAP to stop INJECTION
ESCAPING. Price 3/6
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7 SEYMOUR’S

COMPACT WHIRLING SPRAY.

This Spray, having a detachable Mount with 2
pipes, can be used, either as an Injection Bottle, or
as a ladies’ Whirling Syringe. This is an ideal spray
for travelling purposes as the parts can be discon-
nected, and packed into a small space.

Prices: l2/6, IS/6,17,l6

ENEMA SYRINGES.

AH our Enemas are fitted with our improved
Vertical and Reverse Current Tubes,

Boxed complete: 4/6, 6/6, 8/6, [0/6 each

SEYMOUR’S

HYGIENIG SPRAY ANTISEPTIG TABLETS

A purifying, healing and harmless antiseptic,
deodorant and germicide, specialiy prepared for‘
injections. Invaluable in Leucorrhcea or Whites
and as a solvent of secretions and discharges.

Especially Efficacious as an every-day Injection.

The Tablets may be used with the Hygienic
Whirling Spray Syringe as a prevention of Con-
ception.

Prices : per bottle of 190 tablets 6/6

:1 50 ,, 3/6
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Seamless combination

HOT WATER BOTTLE

AND DOUCHE.

Made of best quality Rubber

Guaranteed Seamless

This is a very useful article
for persons when travelling.
Complete with best Stout
Rubber Tubing & VulcanIte
Fittings and patent Clip
shut-off.

Prices:

I0/6, l2/6, I5/—, [7/6, 2!/—

RUBBER DOUCHES

Made of High-Class Seamleu

Rubber

§With Best Quality Rubber Tubing

and Vulcanite Fittings with

patent shut off Clip

Prices 2

l0/6, l2/6, l5/6, 2I/—

W. J. RENDELL’S

“WIFE’S FRIEND”

SOLUBLE QUININE PESSARIES

Pel- 2/6 Box
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SUSPENSORY BANDAGES

For reasons of both Health and Comfort the
regular wearing of a properly constructed Suspensory
Bandage is a highly commendable habit. Probably
the three chief purposes for the wearing of one are
Dress, Sport and Surgical.

For Dress, besides conserving enérgy, the Sus-
pensory is a means to correctness of dress giving the
wearer a well-deserved sense of ease and freedom of
movement.

In Sport a properly constructed suspensory is a
necessity, bracing and comfortable it aids the Sports,
man to conserve energy—a vital matter—and so
produce his best form and get full enioyments from
the game, the more strenuous the greater the aid
obtained.

For Surgical purposes it is wor'ri with the greatcst
benefit where support is indicated and requiréd.
Where enlargement is present it brings instant and
wonderful relief. I: absolutely banishes all sense of
fatigue, strain, varicocele and weakness and to anyone
suffering from these troubles a suspensory bandage
will bring astonishment at the quick and wonderful
relief it affords.

THE WELL-KNGWN J.P. BRAND

This is the only
Suspensory which
can be comfort-
ably worn with—
out under-straps
the whole Bag is
made of Elastic
Webbing.

Prices: No. 45 Cotton Seamless Bag 2/6
No. 53 Silk ,, ,, 3/6

Sizes—Medium or Large.
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THE “ LEICESTER”

SUSPENSORY BANDAGE.

This Suspensory is designed on the most up.to.date
lines, much thought and care being given to its
construction to ensure perfect comfort coupled with
the requisite support. Woven from a silk material,
even to the waist—band, its softness to the touch is
instantiy noticed, there being no coarse material
present to cause rubbing or chafeing. Its simplicity
of adjustment is shown by there being only one
buckle to fasten and this is so covered that it does
not touch the skin. Everything is embodied in the
" LEICESTER ” Suspensory to give the utmost satis.
faction to anyone who by necessity or choice is
looking for one to meet his requirements.

Price 41%

Medium or

Large

THE

LONG LIFE.

No. 101

A most comfortable
Suspensory made with
a soft silk hand knit—
ted sack and with a
draw tie for regulat~
ing size.

Price : 4J6

No. 100 The Same with Cotton Sack ‘ 3/6
Sizes—Medium or Large
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THE 0. P. C.

Old‘Point Comfort

This Suspensory was awarded a medal 8: dip|oma

for its unique construction of the seamless sack

which makes it self adjusting to any shape of the

Scrotum. V

No. 2 O.P.C. Lisle Thread Sack Elastic Band 5/6

No. 3 ,, Silk Sagk Elastic Broad Satin

Trimmings
7/6

’ ‘ SiiesmMedium and Large
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THE “ SYRACUSE ”

)3 This well known

/ Suspensory is

' made with a

perfect self—ad—

justing sliding

loop. The loop

being protected

by a shield

MED“?!
nary '

No. 25
fias‘hsegugbe

. _ Prices:

No. 10 S Cotton Sack Non Elastic Band 3/6
No. 16 Linen Mesh Sack Non Elastic Band .. 4/6
No. 26 Belting Silk Sack Elastic Band 5/6

THE

‘SPORTS '

Suspensory

Price : 3/6

Medium & Large

This excellent Suspensory is constructed upon the
most approved lines. it has a fine thread pouch,
white, with elastic edges which add greatly to com-
fort by aliowing freedom of movement or bending.
A novel feature of this Suspensory is—the pouch is
made to button on to aiiow for removal for washing,
etc. The belt is of a Sateen material.

We aiso quote another type very simiiar to the above, it
being slightly cheaper. I: has excellent wearing qualities,
comfort, and will give all the support required of a suspensory

Price 26 mediumand‘large
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ATHLETIC OR JOCK STRAPS.
Highly recommended for Athletes, Harriers, Footballers.

Cricketers and those of the Theatrical Profession.

THE “ JELGO ”

Woven Elastic
Jock Strap

Made of all Elastic Webbing with
Special Linen Mesh Pouch.

Without any Buckles or Fasteners

Price : 8/6

Medium or Large.

.THE “ MASTER ”

The “ Master” brand Jock
Straps are used by Sportsmen
in all branches of Sports for
conserving energy. They are
madeton the correct anatom—
ical lines and so combine corr-
fort with perfect freedom of
movement.

Price : 5/6
This Jock Strap is made of a superfine
elastic web and the apron of the same
material with a sateen front insertion
as illustrated. Will give every satis—
faction. Medium and Large.

This, a cheaper quality Jock
Strap is made on very Similar
lines to the above but is of
cream elastic web throughout.

Price : 4,’6

Medium and Large

THE “PAL” ATHLETIG SUPPORTER.
Wide all elastic bands and all elastic knitted pouch. Light,

cool and will no: chafe, mercerized only. Medium 8: Large only
Price : 8/6
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BODY BELTS.

«7 ’1 m //// W/fll/«ill/
THE “NATIO AL” Price:5/-

In Felt, lined white Flannelette. Depth ééins.
When ordering please state waist measurement

THE “ MASTER.” ‘ Price: 5/6
This belt may be usedEfor support or lumbago, etc.

In felt, lined white. Depth 7 ins:

THE

“ NAVY ”

This is made
with Buff Mole
Elastic sides
to buckle

Price : 8/6



Male B172 ‘ » ,
:,. , in. 3173

With long tapering
Reservoir & Sateen
Belt & Suspensory.

ZI/O

Male B173
Covered in drab
cloth for day use,
with Sateen Belt
and Suspensory

; 25/0

Male Covered in drab cloth
for day and night use
with Sateen Belt and
ESuspensory.

30/0

B178

Female B178 Covered drab cloth, for
day & night use with
Sateen belt

23 35/9 '



DR.» MONTIER’S

“ CAPSULES POUR LES FEMMES ”

Reliable. Harmless. Effective.

Compounded from a French prescription these
Capsules have proved highly successful for all ailments
common to ladies, such as lrregularities or Delayed
Menses, Anaemia, Change of Life, Weakness, Etc.
Some ladies have difficulty in taking or swallowing
pills and others again experience digestive disorders
with them. These difficulties are overcome by taking
Dr. Montier’s Capsules. The ingredients are en-
closed in a small thin capsule made of the finest
quality gelatine which ensures quick solution thereby
allowing the rapid absorbtion of the contents and
this, of course, causes a quicker action than in the
case of pills which take much longer to dissolve.
Because of these points in its favour many ladies give
preference to these capsules. The ingredients are
also perfectly harmless, containing no irritant, poison-
ous or dangerous drugs nor noxious ones. Dr.
Montier’s Capsules as a Ladies Remedy can be
relied upon to have the desired effect in all cases
where there is menstrual irregularity.

An excellent remedy for irregularities
of every description

Prices: l2/0 8: 24/0

Carefully packed in plain sealed cover

‘WNRGON” TABLETS

For Contraception, per 2/6 box

“SPETON TABLETS”

Antiseptic and Contraceptive, per 3/6 box
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VIGOUR. — VITALITY. —- STAMINA.

_ DR. GAUTIER’S

FAMOUS CAPSULES.

These famous capsules are a sure, safe and speedy

remedy for General Weakness, Physical or Nervous

Exhaustion ; also Neurasthenia, Lassitude and all

forms of Nervous Ailments.

Dr. Gautier’s Capsules will strengthen and

' tone up the organs both male and female, when

all other remedies have failed. Through the

medium of the brain they tone up the nervous

system, especially the sympathetic. Their fav—

curable effects are manifest on the kidneys and

bladder as well as the other organs.

They will cure in a short time almost without

regard to age, and they are not a momentarily stimu-

lant but a permanent tonic to the organs. They will

remove a certain condition by their tonic effects, and

it can be said without hesitation that they are the only

sure remedy for Weakness, either partial or complete

and if there is anything in the line of medicine that

will make an old person, either male or female,

young, it is Dr. Gautier’s Capsules. They area

safe, certain and a speedy cure for all varieties of

physical weakness of the organs of both sexes,

whether constitutional or acquired.

They effectually restore lost vitality and stamina

and counteract results of late hours, excesses, etc.

Prices: per 3/— box per 5/- box, double size ‘

Extra Strong l2/- Extra, extra strong, 24/-

We beg to warn the public that DR. GAUTlER'S

CAPSULES can only be obtained from—

SEYMOUR’S SURGICAL STORES,

41 Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C.2,

and 983 Charing Cross Road, London,W.C.2
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DR. G'AUTIER’S

FAMOUS CAPSULES

RESTORE FAILING VIGQUR.
VlTALISE AND REJUVENATE.
THE REAL NERVO-SPINAL TONIC.

HARMLESS AND NON-IRRITANT.
GIVES NEW LIFE

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

To those who have periodical weakness the 3,'- or *'
5/— strength should be taken, but to those who are
suffering from Chronic Weakness, it is recommended
that 6 boxes of the 5'- strength should be taken,
which will ensure a speedy, safe and lasting cure.
To induce you to give the complete treatment a trial
and to verify our statements, we have made a Special
Reduction on the 6 boxes of the 5/- strength.
The complete treatment of 6 boxes for 25/- instead
of 30/-.

The Extra strong at 12/- are prepared in such a
way that the effect is markedly noticeable in cases of
Chronic Weakness, etc., and can be thoroughly
recommended as a reliable cure.

The Extra Extra strong (very concentrated) at 24,-
should only be taken by those persons who through
age or other reasons have lost their natural power.
No harm can come by their use, they being absolutely
safe, in fact in all cases acting as a powerful tonic.
To those whose weakness is in the extreme degree
and who wish for immediate result, this strength will
have therdesired effect.

Dr. Gautier’s Capsules will not only make you fit
but will keep you fit and, unlike many injurious
“ remedies,’f they have no bad after effects nor reaction

It is important to bear in mind the fact that this
preparation is a specific of undoubted merit, and
is guaranteed perfectly harmless.
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DR. . PATTERSON’S

FAMOUS FEMALE PILLS

(THE ORIGINAL)

Renowned for their Reiiability.

PATTERSON'S

FEMALE

PILLS.
2 TO BE TAKEN

8. TlMES

47 asomrm, STREET. STRAND. w‘c‘ah

7, 3 93A angme‘cnoss ROAD wee."

7 Prices; 3/-,/-,12/— & 24/-per Box

Unequalled for Anaemia, General Weakness, Change

of Life, lrregularities, painful and Delayed Periods.

These pifis are sold only in the original yellow

boxes bearing our label of which we print the fac-

simile above.

The well known Patterson Pills are guaranteed

perfectly harmless, safe and speedy in their action

and are unequalled for general weakness; irregular-

ities, anaemia and all kinds of Ladies Ailments. They

contain no dangerous or poisonous ingredients, nor

noxious drugs to cause the slightest harm to the

most delicate constitution yet the most stubborn

cases are quickly rectified by their remarkable reme-

dial powers. They can be correctly described as

A BOON TO LADlES.
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For IRREGULARITIES of ALL DESCRIPTIONS
THE BEST REMEDY

DR. PATTERSON’S

FAMOUS FEMALE PILLS.

We can safely say that Dr. Patterson's Pills have in
thousands of cases brought about the desired effect
when all other so called cures have failed. They
have no depressing effect but on the contrary,tone
up the system generally and do not interfere with
ones usual occupation. They restore to health and
fitness when pennyroyal and steel, pil cochia, bitter
apple, mixtures, etc.faii. That they do the good
they profess to do is borne out by the host of
testimonials we have received, a few of which we
print below.

Mrs. R. Taunton. Somerset.
I must thank you {or your wonderful Pills sent me and am

glad to say that they were very successful.
Mrs. 3., Cardiff

lam more than pleased to say that your Pills have answered
their purpose and mustalso thank you for your promptness in
despatching same.

A.G., Great Yarmouth.
Many thanks for your wonderful medicine and am pleased

to say that it has had the desired effect. I might mention that
they were recommended to me by a friend and will assuredly
do the same for any one of my acquaintances who wants them.

. Mrs. J. H., Melton Mowbray.
Thanks for Pills which I received safely and am more than

pleased with same. '
Mr. A. K., Scunthorpe, Lincs.

Please send a box of your 24/— Pills to the enclosed address
as l have recommended her to take them owing to them being
so successful in my case.

Mrs. H. 6.. Kensington. London, S.W.
Please forward me another box of your wonderful Pills

which were very successful and I always intend having a box
handy in case they will be necessary.

When in doubt for a reliable remedy;make certain by obtaining
DR. PATTERSON'S FAMOUS FEMALE PILLS.

PRICES: 3/-, 5/-, 12/-, 24/- per Box

SEYMOUR’S SURG1CAL STORES,
47 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND,. w.c.2 and

98a CHARING CROSS ROAD, w.c.2



SANE SEX BOOKS.

Wise Wedlock (Birth Control) 6/— nett

By Dr. G. Courtenay Beale By pOSt 6/6

Treating the subject fully and frankly, but without erotism

The Realities of Marriage ' 6/- nett

By Dr. G. Courtenay Beale By post 6/6
A Complete Guide to Marriage and Parenthood

Intimate Letters to Husbands & Wives 6/- net:

By Dr. G. Courtenay Beale By post 6/6

/ ' Solves the problem of lovers and married folk

The Critical Age of Woman _. 6/- net:

By Walter M. Gallichan By post 6/6

A book that every woman must possess. Makes the
“change” a happy time

The Art of Courtship and Marriage 2/6 nett

By Walter M. Gallichan By post 3’-

Youth and Maidenhead 2/6 nett

‘ By Walter M. Gallichan By p05t.3,:—
/ Sex Knowledge for Young Men and Women

1 Matrimony 2/6 net:

1 By Mona Baird. The Truth about Marriage. By post 3!-

Womanhood .L. 2/6 net:

‘ By Mona Baird. By post 3/-
5 The Facts of Life presented to Women

Manhood 2/6 nett

‘ By Charles Thompson By post 3/-
The Facts of Life prgsented (6 Men
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The Physiology of Sex 12/6 nett

By Dr. R, T. Tral| By post131-
Revised & Moderniscd by Robertson Wallace, M.B., C.M.

Fully Illustrated

As Its title indicates. this volume is a comprehensive des-
cription in correct detail, of the functions and processes of
the sexual organs of men and women.

The Synopsis of Chapter Contents given below serves to
show prospective readers the scope of ground covered.

The Male Organs of Generation ; the Female Organs

of Generation; the Origin of Life; Sexual Generation;

the Physiology of Menst’buatiofi; Impregnation; Preg-

nancy; Embryology; Papturition; Lactation; the Law

of Sex; Regulation of the Number of Offspring; the

Theory of Population ; the Law of Sexual Inten-

course; Hereditary Transmission ; Philosophy cf

Marriage. -

Sexual Science Series.

Knowledge :1 Young Husband should have.

Knowledge :1 Young Wife should have.

Knowledge a Young Woman shouid have.

Knowledge as Young Man should have.

Sexual Science.

Price 2/6 per copy Post free 3/.

Aristotle’s Works.

The only Complete Edition

Bound in Best Cloth, illustrated Post free 4/-

The WifeaHer Book Post free 4/-

By Dr. Haydn Brown. The Standard W'ork for
Wives and Mothers,
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Married Love , Post free 6/6 7

'By Dr. Marie Stopes. A new contribution to the

Solution of Sex Difficulties.

Wise Parenthood Post free 4/—

By Dr. Marie Stopes. A practical sequel to Married

Love and Handbook on Birth Control.

Radiant Motherhood Post free 6/6

By Dr. Marie Stopes. A book for thOse who are

creating the future. '

Contraception Post free 15/9

By Dr. Marie Stopes. The latest work on Birth

Control, its Theory, History and Practice.

Marriage and Birth Control Post free 7/-

By Brenda Barwon. A book Of knowledge for the

Married and those about to Marry.

Sexual Knowledge for the Young Man

By J. P. Gait. Post free 5/-

Sexual Knowledge for the Young Woman.

By J. P. Gair Post free 5/-

Woman’s Change of Life Price 5/- \
Post free 5/6

A practical handbook with instructions for the Pre-

vention and Treatment of Functional Disturbafices

with an additional chapter on Man’s Change of Life

Sex and its Mysteries Price 10/6

ByG. R. Scott, F.R.A.I., F.Ph.S., F.P.C., (Lond.),

F.Z.S., discusses scientifically, effectively and en-

lightingly every one of its problems. Post free "/-

This book is intended only for serious study and the sale

is restricted to members of the Medical and Legal Pro-

fessions Clergymen, Teachers, Scientists, and Health

and Social Workers.
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